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TIGER ATTACK! COMBAT RESULTS TABLE 
Die Roll	Strengths

DARKEST CRUSADE GROUND COMBAT RESULTS TABLE - Copyright © 2014 Louis R. Coatney - New, stronger CRT, 1.5x old CRT
Die Roll	Strengths
A	B	1	2	3	4	5	6	7	8	9	10	11	12	13	14	15	16	17	18	19	20	21	22	23	24	25

1	6	1	2	3	3	4	5	5	6	6	7	7	8	8	9	9	10	10	11	11	12	12	13	13	14	14
2	5	1	2	2	3	3	4	5	5	5	6	6	7	7	8	8	9	9	10	10	11	11	12	12	13	13
3	4	1	1	2	2	3	3	4	4	5	5	6	6	7	7	8	8	9	9	10	10	11	11	12	12	13
4	3	-	1	1	2	2	3	3	4	4	5	5	6	6	7	7	8	8	9	9	10	10	11	11	12	12
5	2	-	-	1	1	2	2	2	3	4	4	5	5	6	6	7	7	8	8	9	9	10	10	11	11	12
6	1	-	-	-	1	1	1	2	2	3	3	4	4	5	5	6	6	7	7	8	8	9	9	10	10	11																										
(Lotsa Dice:  For those who prefer throwing (more/wildly varying) dice instead of just 1 die using this table, use 1 die for every strength point.  Best preferred 3 numbers for Full Strength, or lowered to best 2 numbers because of unsupplied status.)

A unit's numerical factor is the number of firepower points it has, subject to modification by terrain or being out of supply.  The attacker and defender total their units' firing points and simultaneously fire at each other, cross-indexing the totals against the die rolls for the number of hits inflicted.  Note that players can choose between 1s or 6s being best die rolls.  (Most choose 6 to be the best.)  A unit's numerical factor is also the number of hits it can absorb (being Disrupted) without being eliminated.  Having to absorb even just 1 hit Disrupts a unit and just 1 more hit on any Disrupted unit destroys it.  The owning player decides how hits on his units will be apportioned
Disruption:  A Disrupted unit may not move (except to retreat during/from a battle) or attack.  When Disrupted, an infantry unit is faced toward the enemy, and an armor/panzer unit is faced away.
Attacked, surrounded units unable to retreat suffer one extra hit per battle round, but a stack is not necessarily entirely eliminated.

German Pressed Attack:  In any battle round, the German player may use this.  He moves the firing column up as many columns as he likes for his die roll's best 3 numbers, but accepts the risk of instead having to use the column an equal number of columns below, if he rolls one of the worst 3 numbers.  The best possible result may not be more than the number of attacking German factors.

Retreats and Advances after Combat:  Retreating Disrupts any defending unit.  The attacker may call off an attack before any battle round, and he may withdraw any units back to their starting points any initially attacking units he wishes before any battle round, unless the attack was obligated - see the last sentence in this section.  After the final battle round, Disrupted attacking units must return to their jump-off point(s) - they may not advance on into a point cleared of its defenders like UnDisrupted attacking units and "follow on" units.  Defending units may only retreat onto points already held by friendly units or onto empty points.  They may not withdraw onto a friendly-held point if that is under an as-yet unresolved attack by attacking units at least equal in total firepower to the defending units' modified firepower.
Terrain Effects on Combat - Cumulative:  Defending in hills, each infantry unit gets an additional firepower point (up to the number of units attacking across the river, anyway).  One or more units defending against attacks across a river get one additional firepower point.  A group of at least 2 defending units defending against attacks across 2 rivers get 2 additional firepower points, and so forth.  These defensive bonuses are in effect even if the sponsoring defending units are Disrupted.  If attacking cross-river, any armor/panzer unit becomes a 1-factor unit, for both absorbing hits and attacking, and the Tiger battalions cannot attack cross-river at all.
Fortification:  Instead of moving/attacking, an UnDisrupted infantry unit may be flipped over to its fortified status.  It still retains its basic 1 firepower factor and can still be defensively bonused by terrain.  At the cost of its destruction, a fortification can absorb (only) 1 hit, but the infantry unit itself is not Disrupted by that alone.
Operational Movement and/vs. Attacks:  There is a limit of attacking with 5 units at a time along major routes, and a limit of attacking with 4 units along secondary/dashed routes - any number of units may move along any route without attacking.  One Tiger tank battalion can be added free, to the major route limit for a total of 6 units.  "Follow on" units:  An additional group of attacker's units up to the limit of the route's capacity may follow right behind the attacking units into the attacked point (if the defenders are destroyed/retreated from it), although they themselves may not join in the attack.  They may not use the movement bonus they would otherwise get for not attacking to do this - see below - and if the attack fails, they fall back to their point of origin and have used their fuel movement for that turn and are Disrupted.
An armor/panzer unit can make a non-fuel-using move 1 (primary or secondary) length "for free," if it doesn't attack, even if it is out of supply.  An infantry unit may do so as well and even gets its additional bonus move length for not attacking.  
For both sides, infantry can only move 1 length to attack.  U.S. armor can move 2 to attack.  German panzers can move 2 to attack only in Bad weather (because of Allied strafing in Good weather).  It costs infantry only 1 fuel factor to attack, regardless whether the route is major or secondary.  Any unit not attacking can move an Operational Movement Bonus of (only) 1 additional major or secondary length at no fuel cost.  U.S. (but not German) infantry may fuel-move by truck up to 3 fuel points like armor - 6 continuous major road lengths, for example - if they are in supply, but may not then attack.  A fuel-expending unit uses 1 fuel point per one secondary route length or per 2 successive/connected major route lengths to move and/or attack.
U.S. units in supply have unlimited fuel for movement/attacking.
Weather and German Fuel:  The first 2 turns are Bad Weather.  German fuel for movement and attack is unlimited on the first turn.  The Germans get 24 fuel points the second turn.  Thereafter, a die roll of 1,2,3,4,5,or6 produces 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, and 18 fuel factors respectively per turn, except that on the 3rd turn 2 is added to the die roll and on the 4th turn 1 is added to the die roll.  The lower 1-3 results mean Good weather and its consequences:  U.S. airpower.  Patton's Prayer:  In any one turn after the first 4 turns, the U.S. player may invoke General Patton's weather prayer to God, subtracting 1 from the Weather Determination die roll.  (And historically, God granted his appeal.)
Spa:  Spa was a major U.S. 1st Army fuel dump.  If the Germans take it on the first or second turns, they capture additional 18 fuel points, on the third turn 12, on the 4th turn 6, and thereafter 0.  As long as a German supply route can be traced to Spa, the Germans can use up to 6 additional captured fuel points per turn, beginning in any turn after the turn they capture it and thereafter - although at only half value if used during Good weather.  The Germans can save those captured fuel points for use in a later turn, if they wish, unless the U.S. player retakes the dump, at which time he destroys any and all remaining fuel in the dump.



Mapboard Edge and Exit Route Combat:  If a German unit voluntarily exits a northern exit route, northern U.S. reinforcements may not be brought into the game on it.  Any German unit forced to retreat off the board is considered eliminated and does not count for victory points or against American reinforcements - see Winning.  If a U.S. unit attacking from off-board is Disrupted or is (Disrupted and) forced to retreat off-board along a route not already owned by the Germans, it can return to the game on that edge 2 turns later.  If a U.S. attack is stopped, UnDisrupted U.S. units may be brought back into the game on that edge in the next turn.  If the Germans occupy 2 neighboring map entry points - like Echternach and Ettelbrueck, but not (yet) Martelange - Germans on Ettelbrueck may be attacked by the U.S. but not any Germans back on Echternach.  If the Germans then take Martelange, it may be attacked but not Ettelbrueck, and so on.  The same holds true for the northern map entry points.
Supply:  If a unit cannot trace a line to its side of the board, it is out of supply (OOS).  (As supply sources, the Germans have the East side and the U.S. the three other sides.)  OOS units may not attack, when any group of them is attacked the group suffers 1 additional hit, and out of supply armored/panzer-type units may only move 1 length - major or secondary.  (OOS infantry units may still move/walk 1+1 lengths and not attack.)  Surrounded U.S. units are in supply if the Germans' weather (die roll) was for Good Weather, and each receives 1 fuel points (which must be used in that turn, if they are at all).  Note:  If a group of OOS units contains a leader, and a supply line is broken through to it during the initial, operational rounds of battle, it may of course then move and attack in the commander's following battle round.
Units (already) under/with a named commander marker - Kampfgruppe Peiper, General Fritz Bayerlein, and U.S. Lieutenant Colonel Creighton Abrams - can make a second round of movements and attacks after all friendly units have made their first round of movement and attacks. However, on a special roll for the second attack by Bayerlein, if the German player rolls a ... six ... Bayerlein instead "dallies" with the "blonde and beautiful" U.S. Army nurse and his second move/attack is cancelled. (This can only occur 1 time.)  Peiper starts the game on Point A, Bayerlein in Dasburg - within the arc of the Ourthe River north of Bastogne he is ineffective - and on the 6th turn, Abrams starts from the south and has the same ability.  Any of these 3 commanders can be killed if all the units in his stack are destroyed in a single battle; however, they themselves cannot be Disrupted.  They - their kuebelwagens or jeep - can move 6 lengths and still be effective at maxium distance, and they are not counted against fuel.  Skorzeny can make a second movement/attack as well, but only for his own unit acting independently.  His 150th Brigade was a disguised surprise-missioned German unit using U.S. equipment and often with German personnel dressed in U.S. uniforms, and must suffer any hits/casualties before other units when participating in an attack.  It can be exited off the map for a victory point like panzers.  
Setup:  Germans start on A, B, Pruem, Dasburg, and Wallendorf.   9 panzer units including Skorzeny plus both Tiger battalions must be placed on A or B and another 9 divided between Pruem and Dasburg.) 28 German infantry units may be placed on any of those points, wherever the German player wishes.   The U.S. player sets up first with 2 2-factor and 2 1-factor armor and 15 infantry units.  3 U.S. infantry units must be placed on Monschau, Bullingen, and Echternach; 2 on Schnee Eiffel (which may not move on the first turn); 1 on St. Vith, and a 1-factor armored unit on Losheim.  There must be at least one U.S. unit on every other point connected to a German starting point.  Leftover U.S. units can be placed wherever the U.S. player wishes.  All U.S. infantry units start the game fortified.






Reinforcements arrive at the start of a player's turn.  Tiger battalions - as well as U.S. 3-factor armor units - are not replaceable. 
Starting in the second game-turn, German reinforcements are 1 panzer and 1 infantry unit per turn.  German reinforcements enter, ready to move/attack, on any German starting point.
U.S. reinforcements arrive from off-board, beginning in the first game-turn, and their route of entry counts against their movement.
1st turn:  2 2-factor and 1 1-factor armored units - a standard armored division (the 7th, historically) - and 1 infantry in the north and 3 infantry in the south
2nd turn:  3 infantry in the north, a standard armored division in the south (the 10th), and 8 (82nd and 101st Airborne) infantry from the west
3rd turn:  a heavy (2 3-factor and 1 1-factor) armored division (the 3rd) in the north and 3 infantry in the south
4th turn:  3 infantry in the north, a standard armored division in the south
5th turn:  same as 3rd turn (2nd Armored Division in the north)
6th turn:  3 infantry in the north, a standard armored division in the south - plus Lt. Col. Creighton Abrams arrives (with the 4th Armored Division) in the south
7th turn:  a standard armored division in the north and 3 infantry in the south ... and the (4th and 7th) turns alternatively repeat thereafter.
The British:  If the Allied player chooses, 2 turns later he can also bring in British reinforcements down from the north (only) through Namur.  The first turn, these are 3 (three) 2-factor armor units and 1 infantry unit.  The second turn, 6 more infantry units arrive.  However, this means that the best result for the Allied player will be a draw.
Winning:  St. Vith and Bastogne are each worth 2 victory points for either side controlling them at the moment of victory determination (which the German can call at any time, presumably at his high water mark, at the end of any U.S. turn).  Each German panzer unit -  including the Tiger battalions and Skorzeny - exited in the north is worth 1, with limits of 1 for Verviers, 2 for Liege, 3 for Huy, and 4 for Namur.   These panzer units are permanently removed from the game and count for victory permanently, even if a supply line to them is later cut.  When a German panzer exits off a northern victory point route, that route may no longer be used to bring in northern U.S. reinforcements.  Each German starting point taken by the U.S. subtracts 2 victory points from the German total.
5 German victory points is a draw - higher is a German victory to whatever degree - more than 9 points a crushing German strategic victory worth 2 games.  4 or less German victory points is a U.S. victory, and less than 1 is a crushing U.S. victory worth 2 games.

Game-turn Sequence:	
·	A. German Player-Turn
·	1. After 2nd turn, Weather (and German fuel) determination - U.S. player rolls the die.
·	2. German reinforcements (after 1st turn), fortification, and 1-length non-combat panzer movement
·	3. Operational Phases:
·	a. Fueled and unfueled movement, including movement to attack.
·	b. German attack resolutions - 2 battle rounds.
·	c. Second, fueled movement and attacks - 1 battle round - for Skorzeny's brigade and those units already stacked with Peiper and Bayerlein.
·	4. German units' supply status determination.
·	5.  Recovery of German units from Disruption.
·	6. U.S. Victory Determination after 5th turn.  If German player has less than 3 victory points, the U.S. player may choose to end the game.
·	B. U.S. Player-Turn
·	1. U.S./Allied reinforcements, fortification, and non-combat 1-length movement of units out of supply
·	2. Operational Phases:
·	a. Fueled and unfueled movement, including movement to attack.
·	b. U.S. attack resolutions - 2 battle rounds.
·	c. Second, fueled movement and attacks - 1 battle round - for those units already stacked with Abrams.
·	3. U.S. units' supply status determination
·	4. Recovery of U.S. units from Disruption
·	5. German Victory Determination and/or end of game (if German player has 5 or more victory points and chooses to do so)
Note:
A unit may be operationally moved only once per operational phase by the owning player, unless it is commanded by a leader.  
A unit may additionally be tactically moved more than once - advanced on into a point after a successful attack it has participated in or retreated in defense during the opponent's combat resolution phase.
A game may be ended at whatever victory level by mutual consent

Nuts!  (Optional rule.)  At any time the German player wishes, he may issue one surrounded U.S. position a surrender ultimatum, and he must attack it both rounds.  If he rolls his 2 best numbers, he adds 1 firing point to his total every round, and he may do this again in a later game-turn with his 3 best numbers gaining him this morale advantage.  If he rolls any other number, the U.S. units are not intimidated, and the defending U.S. units instead add 1 firing point every round to their total - and if the U.S. player says "Nuts!," the German player may never issue such an ultimatum again.

Clarifications:  An UnDisrupted attacking unit which runs out of battle rounds without taking the attacked point retires on its point of origin UnDisrupted (and could attack again, if led by a named leader).  However, any units "Following On" are Disrupted when retiring to their point of origin if either the initial or second/leader-led attack they are following fails.

I recommend having Sidney Pollack's excellent film Castle Keep playing in the background, while playing.  :-)

